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    Schaerer Soul C
Redefining Innovation

EXPLORE MORE







    
We love it your way
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Für die benutzerfreundliche, geführte Auswahl des individuell zusammengestellten Getränks.
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Für den regelmässigen Nutzer z.B. im Büro, der sein Lieblingsgetränk kennt oder nach Belieben modifizieren möchte.
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Für die effiziente Zubereitung in wenigen Schritten dank voreingestellter Getränke.










    Schaerer Coffee Club
Compact, flexible and powerful.
The Coffee Club is Schaerer’s smallest machine, but great at brewing first-class coffee. It offers a variety of beverages of the highest quality and incorporates clever technology in a small space.

LEARN MORE
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Schaerer Soul C
The best self-serve coffee machine for your business

The Soul C is the next level in bean to cup, specifically designed to help you provide an unparalleled coffee experience for your customers.

LEARN MORE










    












    Discover the Schaerer world

A suitable machine for every application.
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        Schaerer Coffee Club
    



Your entry-level machine into the world of professional coffee enjoyment. Full performance with compact size make the Schaerer Coffee Club ideal for any environment.

EXPLORE
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        Schaerer Coffee Art Plus
    



The Schaerer Coffee Art Plus is the ultimate blend between performance and design. Packed with features such as finesteam; it allows any users to create the perfect espresso based beverages.

EXPLORE
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        Schaerer Coffee Art C
    



The Schaerer Coffee Art C offers freshly ground and brewed coffee on demand, both hot and cold.

EXPLORE
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        Schaerer Coffee Soul C
    



The Schaerer Coffee Soul C, our newest commercial unparalleled coffee experience for your customers. All while saving counter space and cutting down labor cost and time.

EXPLORE



















    Coffee Art Plus
Espresso - Performance Meets Design

The Coffee Art Plus is the ultimate blend between performance and design. A new feature called finesteam allows even a novice to create perfectly finished espresso beverages. The Coffee Art Plus’ aesthetic design is ideal for high visibility venues, medium to high volume restaurants and specialty coffee shops. The machine’s 17“ footprint saves valuable counter space.

LEARN MORE
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Schaerer Coffee Art C
Leading the Bean-to-Cup Coffee Revolution

The Schaerer Coffee Art C offers freshly ground and brewed coffee on demand, both hot and cold. The machine’s brewing technology is fundamentally different than other so-called bean-to-cup machines because it does not utilize fractional packaging or other substitutes but instead features integrated grinders and is preprogrammed to brew consistently to your flavor profile in one step every time.

LEARN MORE
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    Real Parts and Consumables
We are Teaming Up with Parts Town – Get Real Parts and Consumables Faster

LEARN MORE
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